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Visual Measurement in Simulation Environment
for Vision-Based UAV Autonomous

Aerial Refueling
Haibin Duan, Senior Member, IEEE, and Qifu Zhang

Abstract— Autonomous aerial refueling (AAR) is an important
capability of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for further appli-
cations in both military and civilian domains. This paper focuses
on the description and comparison of visual measurement strate-
gies in the simulation environment of AAR of UAVs. The visual
measurement methods are employed for pose estimation between
tanker and UAV receiver aircrafts. Within this effort, methods
and techniques for marker detection, pose estimation, and visu-
alization of aerial refueling in virtual reality have been designed
and implemented. Series of comparative experiments indicate
the preference of various visual measurement approaches in our
work. Boom and stationkeeping controllers are designed to ensure
system stability when wind turbulence is induced. Furthermore,
the hardware-in-loop simulation platform is built to demonstrate
the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed scenarios in actual
conditions. The visual attention mechanism is adopted in the
preprocessing for the images of virtual scene to remove potential
noises. The achieved results make excellent performances of our
proposed scheme during the docking maneuver in AAR.

Index Terms— Autonomous aerial refueling (AAR), computer
vision, pose estimation, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

I. INTRODUCTION

UNMANNED aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been widely
applied to execute various missions from the simplistic

to complex for manned aircraft in both military and civilian
domains, such as weather research [1], [2], border patrol [3],
and forest firefighting [4], [5]. A great deal of research effort
has been devoted to solve the problems of UAV in formation
flight [6]–[8], path planning [9], air combat simulation [10],
and so on. The UAVs abilities of performing tasks still remain
to be improved for more extensive applications. One critical
challenge for UAV is the lack of aerial refueling capability
compared with manned aircrafts [11], [12]. In tradition, the
unmanned vehicles can merely maintain flight within 18 h
or less [13]. They have to return to their bases for fuel
obtainment. Autonomous aerial refueling (AAR) enables UAV
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to extend durance and travel within a wider scope. It greatly
increases UAVs operational radius during aerial combat, and
reduces the operational preparations and response time cost
accordingly.

Generally, aerial refueling is classified into refueling boom
and probe-and-drogue. In [14], the VisNav sensor is adopted
for vision navigation. A probe-and-drogue system is designed
considering the wind disturbance. Similar work is done
in [15] using VisNav sensor and the Gaussian least-squares
differential-correction (GLSDC) for pose estimation. The
process of refueling boom is similar to the formation flight.
It calls for a relative pose between the aircrafts and can be
manipulated by the operator on the tanker aircraft [16]. As for
probe-and-drogue, UAV is in charge of control during the
entire refueling process [17]. Refueling boom mainly concen-
trates on engineering applications while probe-and-drogue is
commonly studied in theory at present.

The obtainment of accurate pose information between
the receiver UAV and the tanker aircrafts is the premise of
aerial refueling. Currently, the sensors for aerial location
mainly include the inertial navigation system (INS) and
differential global positioning system (GPS) [18], [19].
GPS-based measurements are most commonly used for UAV
surveillance and guidance. However, they are not suitable for
the docking maneuver in AAR due to the lack of accurate
pose information. Additionally, the accumulation of errors
in INS cannot meet the level of accuracy required in AAR.
Vision algorithms are generally implemented through series
of feature detection and pattern recognition. Research on
vision-based recognition and navigation has kept active
in both automotive and academia industries. Vision-based
algorithms have been widely used in multiple fields including,
head pose estimation, robot navigation, volumetric image
classification [20]–[25], and so on. A visual control strategy
with self-calibrated rig is designed for 3-DoF movements of
robot in [20]. In [22], a neural-network-based vision system is
built for kicking to virtual target points of humanoid robots.
In the study of aviation and aerospace, vision-based methods
are equipped with higher navigation accuracy [26]–[28].
Generally, onboard cameras are mounted on UAV and capture
the surrounding information. Vision-based scenarios can
also be applied for the implementation of aerial refueling in
UAV. The crux in vision-based AAR is enabling UAVs to
implement feature extraction and pose estimation during the
docking phase. Generally, the navigation accuracy is required
to be in the order of centimeters. Numerous works have been
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done to tackle the problem of visual measurement during
the docking phase in AAR. Doebbler et al. [16] developed
a boom and receptacle AAR system using visual snake
optical sensor. Mammarella et al. [12] employed machine
vision/GPS integration using EKF to solve the AAR problem.
Valasek et al. [29] introduced the VisNav sensor for the
navigation system in aerial refueling.

In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the selection
of the optimal visual measurement strategy for our refueling
simulation platform. Multiple marker detection and pose
estimation approaches are compared in effectiveness and
accuracy during the docking maneuver. The optimal
scenario is selected in digital simulation and applied in
the implementation of hardware-in-loop system. We are
concerned about the visual measurement of the docking phase
within a close distance between tanker and the receiver UAV.
Therefore, it is assumed that the effects of relative motion
between the aircrafts can be ignored during the refueling.
Additionally, the visual attention mechanism has been widely
applied to the study of target detection [30], [31]. It enables
the visual measurement system to detect salient regions and
obtain relevant data in images. In this paper, we employ visual
attention based on [32] to detect regions of interest (ROI)
and remove noises for marker detection.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
AAR digital simulation environment designed in this paper
was roughly described in Section II. Section III introduced the
vision algorithms in AAR, including multiple feature detection
and pose estimation methods. Section IV introduced the boom
control system. Wind turbulence was considered as the main
effect in the control design for docking. The receiver UAV and
tanker stationkeeping controller were introduced in Section V.
The scheme of hardware-in-loop simulation for AAR is given
in Section VI. Series of experimental results and relevant
analysis was discussed in Section VII. Our concluding remarks
were contained in Section VIII.

II. AAR DIGITAL SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

A. Reference Frames

We need to define the following reference frames (RFs) to
describe the AAR system based on computer vision [11].

1) Oe-RF or ERF: earth-fixed RF.
2) Obo-RF or URF: body-fixed receiver UAV RF.
3) Ob-RF or TRF: body-fixed tanker aircraft RF.
4) Oc-RF or CRF: body-fixed tanker camera RF.
5) Od-RF or DRF: body-fixed boom RF.
Within this research, our main objective is to estimate the

pose between CRF and URF correctly during the docking
phase for the AAR. The virtual camera is installed below the
tail of tanker.

B. Digital Simulation Environment

The designation of our AAR digital simulation environ-
ment is implemented with the V-Realm Builder platform
in MATLAB. V-Realm Builder is a powerful 3-D object
construction software that enables virtual modeling with mul-
tiple DoFs. The positions along with the issue of other

Fig. 1. Virtual reality for AAR. (a) Camera view of receiver UAV and boom.
(b) Side view of tanker and receiver UAV.

properties of virtual objects can be read and changed freely in
V-Realm Builder. The images produced in V-Realm Builder
can be linked and processed with the vision modules in
SIMULINK.

The 3-D virtual model of the proposed AAR system
includes KC-135 tanker, receiver UAV (replaced with F-16
in virtual reality), and the boom. The aerial refueling is
conducted for a flight condition of 240-m/s true airspeed at
4000-m altitude. The initial position of the receiver UAV is
assumed to be located 8 m below and 33.5 m behind the tanker
aircraft. Still and turbulent air conditions are both considered
as test cases. For simplicity, we assume that the receiver UAV
remains still and the tanker draws near to tanker during the
docking maneuver. The standard aircraft coordinate systems
(x—toward the right wing, y—forward, and z—down) and the
Euler angles (pitch, yaw, and roll) are adopted. The distances
in height z and side direction x between the two aircrafts
remain unchanged as: z = 8 m and x = 0 m. A stationkeeping
controller in the tanker module receives the estimation for the
pose of the receptacle from the visual measurement module.
The tanker begins to slow down once the markers are detected,
and the receiver UAV keeps level flight at 240 m/s. The boom
is released when the distance between the tanker and the
receiver UAV reaches less than 29.5 m.

Visual makers and a camera are installed on the receiver
UAV and the tanker, respectively, for the employment of
visual measurement. The receptacle is configured with a white
shape on the nose of the UAV aircraft, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
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Seven LEDs are installed around the receptacle of the receiver
UAV for marker detection. The control objective is to dock the
tip of refueling boom into the white circle of the receptacle
with an accuracy of ±20 cm. Fig. 1(b) has presented the
position that the camera is mounted on the tanker. Orientations
and positions of the corresponding objects can be presented in
the virtual scenes. Different viewpoints of AAR are available
in the virtual reality shown in Fig. 1 for the users. Mul-
tiple vision-based measurement algorithms are presented in
different modules built in SIMULINK.

III. VISUAL MEASUREMENT

A. Marker Detection

The frames of receiver UAV in virtual reality are suc-
cessively acquired and processed by the visual measurement
system. Within this paper, three feature extraction methods are
implemented and compared for marker detection. The image
coordinates of detected markers are used as the import in the
pose estimation.

1) Color Segmentation: Color features of LED markers on
UAV are the characteristic information for feature extraction.
Images captured from camera are mapped from red–green–
blue (RGB) space to hue–saturation–intensity (HSI) space
afterward. HSI can be regarded as an inverted hexagonal
pyramid with three elements of color. The HSI space is
comparatively better in intuitively describing the color features
to users and the function for computing distances between
the two colors remains a distributed function. It is necessary
to quantify HSI space for the simplification of calculation
considering various colors contained in images. The process of
transforming color from RGB space to HSI space is shown as

H1 = cos−1
{

0.5[R − G + (R − B)]√
(R − G)2 + (R − B)(G − B)

}
(1)

H =
{

H1 if B ≤ G

360◦ − H1 if B > G
(2)

S = max(R,G, B)− min(R,G, B)

max(R,G, B)
(3)

I = max(R,G, B)

255
. (4)

The HSI color description can effectively reduce the impact
from light intensity. We select hue and saturation channel for
the threshold segmentation and achieve binary images after
the transformation. The undesired points in binary images
can be excluded with morphology operators. The quantity of
connected regions is counted as the number of marker points.
We calculate the centroid coordinates of each connected region
as the marker coordinates.

2) Speeded Up Robust Feature: Speeded up robust features
(SURFs) [33] are a local feature descriptor that remains scale
and rotation invariants in various cases. SURF also presents
better stability to noises and computing speed compared
with the previous methods including scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) and principle component analysis–SIFT.

SURF relies on the integral image to reduce the time cost for
computation in image convolution. Interest points are detected

based on Hessian matrix that is defined as

H (x, σ ) =
[

Lx x(x, σ )
Lxy(x, σ )

Lxy(x, σ )
L yy(x, σ )

]
(5)

where Lx x(x, σ ) is the convolution of image I in point X
with the Gaussian second derivative ∂2/∂x2 and σ is the scale
parameter. The box filter is used to improve the computational
efficiency. The determinant of Hessian matrix is given as

det(Happrox) = Dx x Dyy − (ωDxy)
2 (6)

where the relative weight for the Hessian’s determinant is
balanced with ω = 0.9. Interest points are detected in different
scale space afterward. The dominant orientation of the interest
point is implemented by calculating the sum of all the wavelet
responses. The SURF descriptor is finally extracted on the
basis of the operations above. SURF is employed to detect
feature points of the special shape in receptacle region in our
visual measurement system.

3) Active Contour: The active contour strategy imple-
ments contour extraction based on the top–down mecha-
nism. Attention is focused on the ROI initially. The classical
Kass et al. [34] model can be regarded as a parametric curve
v(s) that is subjected to both force and external constraints.
The energy equations are given as

Esnake = Eint[v(s)]+Eext[v(s)] (7)

Eint[v(s)] =
∫ 1

0

1

2
[α|v′(s)|+β|v′′(s)|]ds (8)

Eext[v(s)] =
∫ 1

0

1

2
Eimage[v(s)]+Econ[v(s)]ds (9)

where Eint[v(s)] and Eext[v(s)] are the internal and external
energies, respectively. The parameters α and β control the
physical actions and local continuity of the model. Generally,
the active contour models can be classified into parametric
and geodesic models. The original Kass model is easy to
implement but lacks accuracy in application. The geodesic
active contour strategy based on level set is adopted for marker
detection in [35]. The model is presented as

∂ϕ

∂ t
= −∂E(ϕ)

∂ϕ
(10)

where t is time and ϕ(t) is the embedding function. The
target contour C can be treated as the zero level set of the
embedding function, namely C = {(x, y)|ϕ(x, y, t) = 0}.
The optimal contour is obtained through the iterations of
embedding function.

B. Point Matching

It is required to implement point matching before pose
estimation. The subsequence of image coordinates is supposed
to match the world coordinates of the actual markers on
the receiver UAV. Assume that the point set representing
actual world coordinates of markers is P̂ = { p̂1, p̂2, . . . , p̂m},
where p̂ j = (û j , v̂ j ) represents the world coordinates of
marker j , and the feature point set is P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn},
where p j = (u j , v j ) is the world coordinates obtained from
marker detection introduced above. Relationship between the
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world and the image coordinates can be achieved from the
standard pin-hole projection model [36].

There exists a high degree of correlation between the two
point sets above as they represent the 2-D projection of
the same points. Nevertheless, difficulty of point matching
increases due to the presence of measurement noise, as well
as relative motion between the tanker and receiver UAV.
The similarity degree is generally defined as a cost function
originating from rigidity, geometrical distance, or exclusion.
A matrix Err is introduced as the cost function for the
implement of point matching. All the Euclidean distances
between the two point sets P̂ and P are used as the entries
of Err calculation. The best matching is achieved when the
optimal solution of the function is obtained. Err of (p j , p̂ j )
is given as

Err =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

d( p̂1, p1) d( p̂1, p2) · · · d( p̂1, pn)
d( p̂2, p1) d( p̂2, p2) · · · d( p̂2, pn)

...
...

...
...

d( p̂m, p1) d( p̂m, p2) · · · d( p̂m, pn)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (11)

The problem of point correspondence can be described by
the classical assignment model. Assume that in two point sets
A and B , sik is the Euclidean distance between the point i in
set A and point k in set B . The following formulas are given
to establish the relationship of A and B:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min
∑N

i=1
∑N

k=1 sik xik∑N
i=1 xik = 1 k = 1 . . . N∑N
i=1 xik = 1 i = 1 . . . N

sik > 0

xik ∈ {0, 1}.

(12)

The Munkres algorithm adopted for point matching trans-
forms the maximum weight matching into resolving the opti-
mal assignment problem by labeling each peak. It is to be
noted that if the label of Xi is A(i), and that of Yi is B(i), and
the edge weight between Xi and Yi is w(i, j). There is always
A(i)+ B( j) ≥ w(i, j) at any moment during the execution of
the algorithm.

C. Pose Estimation

1) Lu, Hager, and Mjolsness: It was proposed by Lu,
Hager, and Mjolsness (LHM) to implement pose estimation
by minimizing the object-space collinearity error [37]. Assume
that the image coordinates of labeled marker point j is given as

h j (k) = [u j v j 1]T . (13)

The collinearity error of object space can be defined as

e j (k) = (I − Vj (k))
cTT (X(k))

T P( j ) (14)

where

Vj (k) =
⎡
⎢⎣

h j (k)hT
j (k)

hT
j (k)h j (k)

0

0 1

⎤
⎥⎦. (15)

The left superscripts denote the RF that feature points are
indicated in. cTT indicates the homogeneous transformation

matrix that transforms a point/vector in TRF to CRF. The pose
estimation problem is formulated as minimizing the quadratic
sum of collinearity errors as follows:

E(X(k)) =
m∑

j=1

‖e j (k)‖2. (16)

The LHM algorithm optimizes the estimation value of the
rotating portion of the pose vector through iterations, and
estimates the related translational components to seek out the
values that meet the accuracy requirement. The estimation is
implemented using the linear equations as

⎡
⎢⎣

ĥ j ĥT
j

ĥT
j ĥ j

− 1 0

0 0

⎤
⎥⎦ C TT

T P( j ) = 0 (17)

where

ĥ j = [ û j v̂ j 1 ]T (18)

where [û j v̂ j ] represents the projection in the camera plane of
the point T P( j ). The property of global convergence of LHM
has been testified. Empirical results have shown that LHM is
efficient and generally converges to the optimal values within
5–10 iterations beginning with any initial conditions.

2) Gaussian Least-Squares Differential-Correction: The
GLSDC algorithm is on the basis of the utilization of Gauss–
Newton method. GLSDC is capable of providing accurate
measurements among the coordinate references and is widely
applied in visual measurement. Suppose that the image coor-
dinates of marker point j is [u j v j ]T , and cTT acts as a
function of an estimation X(k) of the unknown vector X (k) at
the sample moment k. The marker point j is projected into the
camera plane to obtain the image coordinates. The following
vector is obtained by rearranging all the feature points:

G(X(k)) = [ū1, v̄1, . . . , v̄m ]. (19)

The estimation error is defined as

�G(k) = G0(k)− G(X(k)) (20)

G0(k) = [u1, v1, . . . , vm] (21)

where G0(k) involves the coordinates of feature points
detected previously. X(k) is updated with the following:

X i+1(k) = Xi (k)+ R−1
i (k)AT

i (k)W (k)�Gi (k) (22)

where i is the index of iterations, and

Ri (k) = AT
i (k)W (k)Ai (k) (23)

Ai (k) = ∂Gi (k)

∂X

∣∣∣X=X̄i (k)
. (24)

The iterations terminate when the iteration number reaches the
maximum or the solution is no longer updated. The rotation
matrix R and the translation vector t can be achieved from
the optimal solution X̄ .
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IV. BOOM CONTROL SYSTEM

The dynamical model of flying boom has been developed
using the state space approach. The atmospheric turbulence
acting on the flying boom has been modeled using the Dryden
gust model. The wake effects of the boom have been modeled
as well. Based on the rigid body model, the elastic deforma-
tion of the flying boom has been analyzed according to the
deflection theory.

Controllers are developed in the report for flying boom using
the optimal control theory. Nonlinear system simulations of the
proposed controller are presented and discussed. Results show
that the boom system under the control law has a performance
of command.

A. Atmospheric Turbulence Model

The Dryden model is employed as the atmospheric turbu-
lence model in our boom controller design. The component
spectra functions of Dryden model are given as longitudinal
wind

	ug(
) = 2σ 2
u

Lu

π

1

1 + (Lu
)2
(25)

lateral wind

	vg(
) = 2σ 2
v

Lv

π

1 + 3(Lv
)
2

[1 + (Lv
)2]2 (26)

vertical wind

	wg(
) = 2σ 2
w

Lw

π

1 + 3(Lw
)
2

[
1 + (Lw
)2

]2 (27)

where 
 is the spatial frequency; Lu , Lv, and Lw are the
wind scale parameters; and σu , σv, and σw are the mean square
values of wind velocity.

Additionally, the controller design has considered the gust
disturbance during the docking maneuver. Generally, the gust
disturbance cannot be built with continuous Gaussian random
models. The discrete (1-cos) model has been widely adopted
to describe gust, which is given as

vw =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0 x < 0
vwm

2

(
1 − cos

πx

dm

)
0 ≤ x ≤ dm

vwm x > dm

(28)

where the scale parameter dm and the intensity vwm determine
the degree of gust disturbance.

B. Dynamic Model of Flying Boom

The sideslip influence of tanker has been omitted when
designing the dynamic model of boom. Assume that the
tanker maintains level flight with the velocity V , and the
velocity of atmospheric disturbance relative to ERF is ug , vg ,
and wg , respectively. Thus, the boom velocity relative to
ERF is (V + ug, vg,wg)

T . We transfer the velocity vector to
TRF by ⎛

⎝ ub

vb

wb

⎞
⎠ = Sθψ

⎛
⎝ V + ug

vg

wg

⎞
⎠ (29)

where the transformation matrix is

Sθψ =
⎛
⎝cos θ cosψ cos θ sinψ − sin θ

− sinψ cosψ 0
sin θ cosψ sin θ sinψ cos θ

⎞
⎠ (30)

and the flow angles of boom are

αb = arctan
wb

ub

βb = arcsin
vb√

u2
b + v2

b + w2
b

. (31)

The variation of flow angle under atmospheric turbulence
mainly presents as the effect on the boom’s moments. The
pitch moment M and yaw moment N are

M = MG + Lδ cos� · lr cosαb + (Dδ + Db)lr sin αb

N = CYβ (l1 + d)βb + (Lδ1 − Lδ2)lr sin� (32)

where MG is the pitch moment generated by gravity, Lδ is the
roll moment from the winglet, l1 is the length of boom, lr is
the length of boom winglet, and � is the incidence of winglet.

Meanwhile, the kinetic pressure q̄ also varies due to the
atmospheric turbulence. This effect equals to the influence on
the attitude angle for simplification. The vertical and horizontal
atmosphere turbulence wg and vg affect pitch and yaw angles,
respectively, as

θg = wg

V

ψg = −vg

V
. (33)

The linear equation of boom under atmospheric turbulence is
thus achieved⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

θ̇

θ̈

ψ̇

ψ̈

ḋ
d̈

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0 0 0
A21 0 0 0 A25 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

A41 0 A43 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

·

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

θ
θ̇
ψ

ψ̇
d
ḋ

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0
B21 B22 0
0 0 0

B41 B42 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

·
⎛
⎝ δ1
δ2
δd

⎞
⎠

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0
H21
/

V 0
0 0
0 −H42

/
V

0 0
0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

·
(

wg

vg

)
(34)

where

H21 = q̄lr (2S(CL0 cos� sin θ0 − CD0 cos θ0

+ (CLα cos� sin θ0 − CDα cos θ0)δ10))/Iy

− q̄lr (CDb(l1 + d0) cos θ0)/Iy

H42 = −q̄lr CYβ (l1 + d0)/(Iz cos θ0)
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Fig. 2. Structure of AAR boom controller.

where CLα and CDα represent the change in lift and drag
coefficients owing to the change of attack angle for the
ruddervators, and CDb is the drag coefficient. S is the area
of surface belonging to one of the ruddervators and I is the
inertia of boom.

C. Boom Controller Design

The controllers of pitch angle, yaw angle, and boom trans-
lation are designed independently due to the aerodynamic
coupling among the three channels. The conventional PID
strategy is employed for the boom controller design and
we obtain the controller parameters by solving the optimal
quadratic formation. The structure of our boom controller is
shown in Fig. 2.

The altitude variables can be achieved using the relative
positions between tanker and the bottom of boom �x , �y,
and �z

θm = arcsin
�z√

�x2 +�y2 +�z2
(35)

ψm = arctan
�y

�x
(36)

dm =
√
�x2 +�y2 +�z2 − l1. (37)

V. RECEIVER AND TANKER

STATIONKEEPING CONTROLLERS

It is necessary to resolve the collision avoidance during the
docking phase in the aerial refueling. The artificial potential
field (APF) method has been adopted to design the station-
keeping controller of the receiver UAV and the tanker. The
receiver UAV is regarded as the virtual guider that provides
the tanker with attractive or repulsion force. Assume that
the distance between the UAV target point and the tanker
is R0. The positions of the tanker and the receiver UAV is
Xt = [xt , yt , zt ]T and Xu = [xu, yu, zu]T , respectively. The
actual distance between the two aircrafts is R

R =
√
(Xt − Xu)2

=
√
(xt − xu)2 + (yt − yu)2 + (zt − zu)2. (38)

APF presents as an attractive field when R > R0, and the
tanker slows down to draw near to the UAV. APF presents as
a repulsion field when R < R0, and the tanker accelerates to

depart from the tanker. Therefore, the mathematic model of
APF U can be defined as

U =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1

2
ξ
(√
(Xt − Xu)2 − R0

)2 √
(Xt − Xu)2 ≥ R0

−1

2
η
(√
(Xt − Xu)2 − R0

)2 √
(Xt − Xu)2 < R0

(39)

where ξ and η are the constants of attractive and repulsion
fields, respectively. The APF force is the negative gradient
of U

F =
⎧⎨
⎩

−ξ
∣∣∣√(Xt − Xu)2 − R0

∣∣∣ √
(Xt − Xu)2 ≥ R0

η
∣∣∣√(Xt − Xu)2 − R0

∣∣∣ √
(Xt − Xu)2 < R0.

(40)

Suppose that F = [Fx , Fy , Fz]T , then

Fx =
{

−ξ ||xt − xu | − R0x | |xt − xu| ≥ R0x

η ||xt − xu | − R0x | |xt − xu| < R0x

Fy =
{

−ξ ∣∣|yt − yu| − R0y
∣∣ |yt − yu | ≥ R0y

η
∣∣|yt − yu | − R0y

∣∣ |yt − yu | < R0y

Fz =
{

−ξ ||zt − zu | − R0z | |zt − zu | ≥ R0z

η ||zt − zu | − R0z | |zt − zu | < R0z
(41)

where R0x , R0y , and R0z are the constituents of R0. The
receiver UAV keeps level flight during the docking phase.
The tanker slows down and keeps formation with UAV to
implement the refueling. The control imports is given as⎡

⎣ ex

ey

ez

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣ Fx

Fy

Fz

⎤
⎦. (42)

VI. HARDWARE-IN-LOOP SIMULATION OF AAR

The flowchart of AAR hardware-in-loop simulation is
shown in Fig. 3. Real pose information can be obtained
directly from the parameters given in virtual reality. The per-
formances of our visual measurement methods are evaluated
with estimation error in each direction. The frames achieved
from camera are transmitted to the visual measurement module
through MATLAB ports, as shown in Fig. 2. The pose infor-
mation obtained from visual measurement module is delivered
to the stationkeeping and boom control system for real-time
controlling. Specifically, the relative pose of CRF–URF is
transformed to TRF–URF pose. The stationkeeping controller
controls the motion of tanker to the assigned position in accor-
dance with the TRF–URF pose. The boom control module is
switched on for docking if both the tanker and the receiver
UAV satisfy pose requirement. Meanwhile, the relative pose
information achieved from the controllers is used for driving
the virtual reality. In addition, a switch is added on the tanker
module to select on whether the tanker control is conducted.
The receiver UAV keeps level flight with the velocity of
240 m/s at the altitude of 4000 m. The switch of virtual reality
will select on whether the pose information is sent to drive the
scene. The relative orientation and position between tanker and
receiver UAV will keep stable without the importation of pose
information.
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Fig. 3. Scheme of AAR hardware-in-loop system.

Fig. 4. 3-D virtual reality presentation in FlightGear.

A. Apparatus

The FlightGear flight simulator software is adopted to build
the 3-D virtual reality in our hardware-in-loop AAR platform.
FlightGear is a cooperative and open source project that has
been extensively applied in other researches. The virtual scene
in FlightGear is shown in Fig. 4.

The communication port between MATLAB and FlightGear
is written in the C++ programming language according to the
multiplayer mode within FlightGear. We employ unblocking
communication mode to receive MATLAB data and send
it to FlightGear. Specifically, the communication protocol is
revised based on the multiplayer mode within FlightGear.

MATLAB transfers flight data through the user datagram
protocol. FlightGear can simulate the processes of taking off,
landing, and cruising with the driving of flight data. Default
data packet is used during the break or switch of ports.
Additionally, the official FlightGear Wiki and mpmessages.hxx
in FlightGear open-source codes are available for the variable
definitions in multiplayer protocol.

A detailed description of simulation apparatus is given as
follows.

Simulation computer

CPU: Intelxeon 3.6 GHz, internal memory 4 GB,
3XGigabit Ethernet.

Graphics card: Quadro K2000.
Operation system: Windows 7 64 b.

Virtual reality computer

CPU: 2.0 GHz, internal memory 4 GB, 1XGigabit
Ethernet.

Graphics card: GT630, 2XDVI export ( ).
Operation system: Windows 7 64 b.
Monitor ( ): 2XPhillips17inches.

Imaging devices

In our research, we use real cameras to substitute virtual
cameras to build the hardware-in-loop AAR system. The
employed camera is Germany AVTmantaG125C CCD color
camera. The camera parameters are given as: frame rate
30 frames/s in the ideal case and the screen resolution
1600 × 1200. The imaging resolution is set as 700 × 540
according to the distance between the camera and the screen.
Fig. 5 shows our hardware-in-loop system introduced in this
paper.

B. Camera Calibration

Real camera models cannot be simply described with the
pin-hole projection model. It is necessary to perform camera
calibration before marker detection in the hardware-in-loop
system. Calibration is employed to estimate the internal and
external parameters of the camera. The accuracy of calibration
plays a vital role in the following pose estimation.

The corner detection method is adopted as the first step
for camera calibration in our research. The employed corner
detection operator was developed by Chris Harris and Mike
Stephens in 1988 [38]. The planar chessboard shown in
Fig. 6 is most commonly used as the calibration pattern. The
distribution of black and white squares presents strong corner
features for detection. The homography matrix H is calculated
with real and detected coordinates of corners in images.

C. Noise Elimination Based on Visual Attention

It is necessary to remove potential disturbance in images
before the marker detection in our system. We adopted visual
attention mechanism to extract the ROI to guarantee the accu-
racy of marker detection in our hardware-in-loop simulation.
The visual attention model used in this paper is proposed
in [32]. The flowchart of the visual attention model is shown
in Fig. 7. Low level features of different scales in intensity,
color, and orientation channels are extracted, respectively.
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Fig. 5. AAR hardware system. (a) Germany AVTmantaG125C CCD color
camera. (b) Virtual reality and simulation computer. (c) FlightGear image
capture using camera. (d) Hardware-in-loop simulation environment.

The center-surround operation is employed using dynamic
Gaussian pyramids to obtain feature maps of each channel.
The feature maps are integrated with a weighed linear

Fig. 6. Calibration pattern.

Fig. 7. Flowchart of Itti attention.

combination to generate the saliency map. We finally obtain
the saliency map through the winner-take-all mechanism.

The salient regions can be extracted to formulate saliency
maps through threshold segmentation. We implement marker
detection based on the saliency images.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Series of experiments were implemented on the basis of
the AAR simulation environment described in the previous
sections. The performances of different visual measurement
algorithms are compared in closed-loop simulations. The opti-
mal measurement strategy for AAR was later applied to the
hardware-in-loop simulation. Additionally, the performance of
flight parameters subjected to atmospheric turbulence was also
analyzed.
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Fig. 8. LED marker extraction. (a) Original image. (b) LED detection.

Fig. 9. SURF detection.

A. Digital Simulation

1) Visual Measurement Results: Simulations are imple-
mented to testify the performances of different marker detec-
tion methods. The three algorithms (LED color segmenta-
tion, SURF matching, and active contour extraction) were
mainly compared in accuracy and computing time. LED
color segmentation was tasked to detect the seven LEDs set
around the receptacle. The threshold of H channel was set
to 0.1 and S channel was 0.9 for the segmentation of red
color. The binary image with seven LED regions is shown
in Fig. 8(b).

SURF was performed for marker detection, as shown in
Fig. 9. The white painted-on shape was captured as the tem-
plate for matching. SURF feature matching was implemented
on the basis of grayscale image. Therefore, the red LEDs
were seldom detected as SURF points due to their lower
intensity and contrast values. Current pose will be recorded
same as the last frame when less than four interest points are
detected. Experimental results show that the number of interest
points in each frame were sufficient for matching. The peaks
of template were used as marker points for pose estimation
afterward.

Similarly, active contour extraction was implemented based
on extracting the white painted-on shape in Fig. 10(a).
We adopted the peaks of the smallest rectangle enclosing the
active contour as the marker points. The iteration number was
35 to guarantee both accuracy and speed of the algorithm.

Fig. 11 evaluated the performances of three marker detection
methods in accuracy and robustness. The detection error is
calculated as the mean value of marker coordinate errors for

Fig. 10. (a) Active contour detection. (b) Feature points in one frame.

Fig. 11. Comparison of marker detection error.

TABLE I

COMPUTING TIME OF FEATURE DETECTION

AND POSE ESTIMATION METHODS

each method

ε = 1

n

∑
i

√
(pxi − τxi )2 + (pyi − τyi)2 (43)

where (pxi , pyi) is the detected marker coordinates, (τxi , τyi )
is the real marker coordinates and n is the number of markers.
It is obvious from Fig. 11 that active contour presented larger
error in the first few seconds due to inexact initial locations.
The optimal accuracy that active contour can achieve is the
worst of the three. LED detection yielded the best results as
is seen from the error curves. In addition, the performance
of active contour relies more on the initial conditions. The
invariance of template in SURF matching cannot adapt to
the complex environment. Besides, the computing time of
the three feature detection methods for each frame during
refueling was summarized in Table I. It has been found that
SURF matching cost less time than the other two methods.
Active contour is the most time-consuming strategy due
to the iteration for optimal contour detection. The results
thus obtained are compatible with the procedures of three
detection algorithms. Considering the detection accuracy and
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Fig. 12. Results of pose estimation. (a) GLSDC estimation. (b) LHM
estimation.

Fig. 13. Pose estimation error in x-direction.

computing time comprehensively, we adopted LED detection
in the following experiments.

We consider simulations for the performance evaluation of
LHM and GLSDC. The sight angle of camera was set as 41°
according to realistic refueling conditions. The real pose values
are x = 0 m, z = 7.5 m, and y varies from 33.5 m with the
velocity of 240 m/s. The initial pose values of GLSDC were
given as

Euler0 = [0.7165 0 0]′
T0 = [0 − 3.5 13.6]′

where the three elements of Euler0 are pitch, roll, and yaw
angles, respectively. Similarly, the initial rotation matrix of
LHM was given as

R0 =
⎛
⎝1 0 0

0 0.7547 0.6561
0 −0.6561 0.7547

⎞
⎠.

The iteration number of both pose estimation methods was
set to be 50 for each frame. We used estimation results to
calculate the image coordinates and reprojected on the original
images with green circles. Estimation performances can be
evaluated according to the coincidence of LEDs and the green
circles. It is obvious that coincidence of both in GLSDC
exceeded that in LHM, as shown in Fig. 12.

The pose estimation errors in each direction were studied
in Figs. 13–15. Suppose that Tr = [xr yr zr ]T is the real
translation vector, and T = [x y z]T is the estimation value.
The pose estimation error is calculated as

Err = T − Tr . (44)

Fig. 14. Pose estimation error in y-direction.

Fig. 15. Pose estimation error in z-direction.

Fig. 16. Distance between tanker and receptacle.

The side direction error (x error) of GLSDC is close
to 0. Additionally, both the longitudinal (y error) and the
vertical errors (z error) can be less than 0.2 m. Therefore,
the performance of GLSDC in pose estimation appears more
accurate than LHM. Besides, the computing time of the
two pose estimation methods for each frame during refu-
eling is summarized in Table I as well. It is obvious that
GLSDC costs much less time than LHM. Briefly, we consider
using LED–GLSDC vision strategy for the hardware-in-loop
simulation.

2) Control System: The experimental result of station
keeping with the modulation of APF is shown in Fig. 15.
It is obvious that the tanker begins slowing down when the
tanker–receptacle distance is 33.5 m. The curve converges
smoothly and quickly to the docking point for refueling. The
stationkeeping controller meets the requirement of docking
maneuver.

The balance initialized boom was affected by atmospheric
turbulence. The response curves of boom attitude angles are
shown in Fig. 17. The docking phase started off when the
relative pose between tanker and UAV met the requirement at
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Fig. 17. Boom-camera relative position and position errors.

Fig. 18. Boom angular orientation and displacement.

about 2000 s. As can be observed in Fig. 17, the position
variables regulated with boom controllers are capable of
tracking the true values with a good performance despite of
wind turbulence.

The wind effects on attitude angles of boom are also shown
in Fig. 18. It can be observed from this figure that the
attitude angles keep relatively stable under the adjustment of
controllers when wind is induced into the AAR system.

B. Hardware-In-Loop Simulation

The hardware-in-loop simulation was implemented in
MATLAB 2012b and executed on the computer with 2.0-GHZ
CPU, 4-GB memory, and the operation system of Windows 7.
Experimental results of hardware-in-loop simulation were

Fig. 19. Camera calibration. (a) Calibration pattern image. (b) Resulting
corners.

Fig. 20. Two frames of the image sequence of the model plane. (a) Original
image. (b) Saliency map. (c) Threshold segmentation. (d) LED detection.

gathered to demonstrate the effectiveness of this paper.
Fig. 19 shows the results of camera calibration that was
first conducted to achieve the homography matrix H of our
camera.
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Fig. 21. Pose estimation results in hardware-in-loop simulation.

Fig. 22. Docking phase in hardware-in-loop simulation.

The homography matrix and its inverse matrix are

H =
⎡
⎣ 1.3873 −0.6883 −2.5987e − 05

0.4453 0.0296 −1.1448e − 05
−584.8393 501.7257 1

⎤
⎦

H inv =
⎡
⎣ 0.1026 1.9589 0

−1.2725 3.9805 0
698.4384 −851.4532 1.0084

⎤
⎦.

We implemented saliency detection to extract the recepta-
cle region using visual attention and threshold segmentation.
Saliency detection was applied to remove potential noises
that may disturb color segmentation afterward. As shown in
Fig. 20(c), LEDs and boom were both detected as saliency
regions due to their higher brightness. LEDs were extracted
as connected regions successfully, as shown in Fig. 20(d).

The initial parameters in pose estimation methods were
assigned same values as those in the digital simulation. Fig. 20
shows the experimental results of pose estimation in the AAR

hard-in-loop simulation. The error curve in x-direction exhibits
more desirable accuracy than the other two error curves. The
error in y-direction appears evident in the initial frames and
converged to less than −0.2 later. Figs. 13–15 and 21 show that
the hardware-in-loop simulation performed worse in accuracy
than digital simulation due to interference in marker detection.
Illumination changes may disturb the color segmentation and
centroid position calculation, for instance. The accuracy in
pose estimation still meets the requirement of AAR maneuver.
Fig. 22 shows several frames of the whole AAR phase in
which our refueling boom completed docking accurately.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper developed a hardware-in-loop simulation envi-
ronment of vision-based AAR for UAV. Multiple visual
measurement algorithms were discussed in detail. LHM and
GLSDC algorithm were adopted, respectively, for pose estima-
tion between tanker and the receiver UAV. The refueling boom
docking controller was designed considering the atmosphere
disturbance. The APF method was adopted for the dynamic
cooperative controller design for the station keeping of the
tanker and the receiver UAV. Results in digital simulation
demonstrated that the combination of LED detection and
GLSDC estimation is the optimal scenario for visual mea-
surement. Hardware-in-loop simulation results have shown
that our system have desirable performance levels for the
docking phase during AAR. Our future work will focus on the
outdoor applications of the proposed approaches. More actual
conditions (e.g., illumination, the details of boom insertion
into the receptacle, and the image quality influenced by the
motion of tanker) will be further considered.
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